
ABSTRACT 

Wearable biosensors have been popular conceptions in science fiction, including Heinlein’s Starship Troopers, where every individ-

ual wore a physiological status monitor.  Science fiction helps to describe goals for scientists and Heinlein’s wearable biosensor for 

soldiers is already old news relative to what is possible with modern technologies.  We are now in an era where engineering, math, 

and physics will help to solve many problems in the biosciences (“convergence science”) and digital natives have greater expecta-

tions for technology solutions for everyday activities, including apps for health and fitness monitoring.  Currently available gadgets 

have not realized the potential for useful biosensing, especially in the thoughtful development of the most relevant sensors and 

the development of well validated algorithms and models to interpret the data from combinations of sensors.  Part of the problem 

seems to be a lack of vision for the important applications that are possible and some consideration to how to identify the most 

useful measures that would serve those applications.       
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